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GAPIER 1

]NIRODUSIICDI

1.1 The Project

The interpretation of seismic data invorves extractinq the

geologically significant information from the records. various

data processing techniques are designed to enhance this pertinent

information. Deconvolution is an inverse filteríng process and

has a two ford application to seismorogy. rt can be emproyed to

improve the resolution of reflections on the seismogram and hence

increase the detailed knowledge obtainabre concerning the sub-

surface geologicar structures. Deconvolution is also a useful

method of removing the complex reverberation patterns from

marine seismic records. This thesis investigates the former

application of inverse filters using fierd recorded conmon

depth point (COe¡ seismic data-

The reflection survey was conducted by the University of

Manitoba in 1975, in the Mafeking - Dawson Bay area of Manitoba.

A complete report on the project is given by O. Stephenson

(L976). The general location of the survey area, depicted in

Figure 1.1, Iies in a Devonian outcrop belt of the western

Canada Sedimentary Basin. The purpose of the project was to

derineate the structure of the palaeozoic sedimentarv section

overlying the Precambrian basement. The survey covered about



22 miles and. the approximate trend of the seismic lines was E - vi.

The data was subsequently processed at the university of Manitoba

and a detailed interpreÈation is given by stephenson (Lg76).

The original processing did not incrude deconvolving the

d.ata. The objective of this thesis is to improve the resolution

of the seismic section by deconvolution. rn this investigation

the types of deconvorution examined and employed are the reast

sguares inverse filter and. predictive filter. rt is assumed that

the seismic trace can be represented by the convorution of the

source generated wavelet with the impulse response of the earÈh.

Further assumptions concerning the waveret are described in the

thesis. A least squares approximation is used in the design of

the deconvolution operator which reduces the effect of the

primary wavelet when convolved with the data.

The investigation conclud.es with the selection of the most

effective deconvolution technique which is Èhen íncorporaÈed in

the processing of a portion of the available d.ata. The desig-

nated section includes a suspected. reef structure in the Devonian

strata. The originally processed section and the deconvolved

section are compared.

L-Z Stratigraphy of the Dawson Bav Area

The local geology of the survey area consists of palaeozoic



sediments. approximately 1300 feet in thickness, overlying the

Precambrian erosional surface. The sed.iments range from

ordovician to Middle Devonian in age with an unconformity sep-

arating the Silurian and Devonian. Figure 1.2 displays a

general stratigraphic colurnn and corresponding sonic 1og taken

from the Husky Mafeking Prov. 'st.H' welr rocated on LSDIl-g-45-

25WI approximately 4 miles north of the survey area.

Ordovicían

The basal Palaeozoic sediments of sandstone, shale and.

arenaceous shale comprise the v'Iinnipeg sandstone Formation. The

sandstones are characteristically welr sorted and the shales,

typically bluish-green, occur mainly in the upper part of the

sequence. The shale/sandstone ratio is less than 0.25. This

sequence is overlain by the younger carbonate rocks of the Red

River Formation which is composed of dolomíte and d.olomitic lime-

stones. The upper beds contain minor evaporite deposits and. the

lower section is predominanÈly fragmentar, dolomitic limestone.

The carbonate sequence is continued with the stoney Mountain

Formation of dolomíte, argillaceous dolomite and interbedded

fossiliferous shaLe which is predominant in the rower beds. The

youn,gest rocks of ordovician age comprise the stonewarr Formation

of arenaceous and argillaceous dolomite.



Silurian

The rnterlake Group consisÈs of a successÍon of pale-coloured

dolomites. The predominant dense, fine grained doromite is inter-

bedded with minor fragmented dolomitic limestones and oolitic dol-

ornites. Minor arenaceous beds intervene the carbonate seguence

and the upper members of the Group are frequently shaly.

Devonian

The basal, Lower Devonian strata constitute the Ashern

Formation which lies unconformably on the sÍrurian dolomítes. The

Ashern is composed of argillaceous dolomites and. dolomitic shale.

An erosionaL unconformity separates this formation from the younger

Elm Poínt LimeFtone (not shown in the stratigraphic column of

Figiure L-2). The linestone is typically mottted and partially

dolomitized. The winnipegosis Formation lies conformably above

the Elm Point strata and constitutes an almost completelv

dolomitized inter-reef and reef build up. These three formations

are Lower Ðevonian in age and are referred to as the Elk point

Group"

Middle Devonian rocks form the Manitoba Group which incruoes

the Dawson Bay and souris River formations. The former lies

conformably on the winnipegosis sediments and consists of fine

grained, argillaceous limestone and. fossiliferous, fragirnented

dolomitic limestone. Dolomitic shale horizons are abundant in

the lower bed.s of the formation. The uppermost unit is the



souris River Formation of limestonesf dotomitic rimestones,

dolomitic shales and minor shaly breecias.

1.3 Reflection Survev

1.3.1 Instrumentation

The recording equipment used for the survey \^ras a 24 -
channel srE-GA-224 analog system and the data was stored on maq-

netic tape. Each receiver array consisted of nine Mark products

L-r0-14 geophones spaced 20' apart on a stringer. The resonant

frequency of the receivers was 14 HZ. Ehe energy source employed

was a Ðinoseis unit, which is a surface source d.eveloped by

sincrair oil and Gas company. For this survey the use of a

d.ynamite source \^7as not economically viable and arso the mobility

of the truck mounted Dinoseis was advantageous ín performing cDp

coverage. contacL with the ground was made by the firing pan of

the Dínoseis unit on which the rear of the truck rested. and ig-

nition of a propane and oxygen mixture contained. in the firing

chamber generated the seismic pulse. The intrinsic character-

istics of the purse were low energy, row freguency content and

the related problems concerned penetratíon of subsurface,

resolution of reflections and signal to noise ratio. various

fierd procedures and processing techniques designed to counter-

act these phenomena were employed.



L.3.2 Field Procedures

To improve the signal to ambient noise ratio and also en-

hance the reflections from depth, multiple pulses were produced

at each shot point. This technigue increased the signal strength

sufficiently by generating three pulses per shot point and sub-

sequently stacking the records. Compared with dynanuite, which is

detonated at some depth, a surface source produces a relatively

large surface wave which is the source of coherent, 1ow frequency

noise. The three point source array employed with spacing 20

feet was designed for the purpose of attenuating the noise wave-

lengths. The spread of shot points and receivers covered % mile

and the geometry produced 600? subsurface coverage with the coÍtmon

reflection points 55 feet apart.

1.3.3 Data Processins

The digitization of the data with an interval of 2 milli-

seconds was done by Teledyne Exploratíon Ltd of Catgary. All

the subsequent processing was performed by O. Stephenson at the

University of Manitoba on an IBM 37O/Lsg computer. Cross-

correlation of the shot point tlaces preceded the normalization

and vertical stacking of records to enhance the signal to noise

ratio. Since the source and receiver arravs had been onlv

partially effective in reducing ground rol1, frequency filtering



\,ras employed to elimÍnate both the low freguency and. 60 Hz noise.

verocity analysis and editing of poor quarity traces \¡¡es followed

by normalization and stacking of the common reflection poínt

traces. The flow diagram of Figure 1.3 summarlzes the processing

sequences which did not include deconvolution. Hence, the problem

concerning lack of resorution caused by the row frequency seismic

signal together with the shallow nature of the tarset horizons

was not resolved.
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GTAHTM. 2

FESCLI]TION OF TTTE SETS.trC IßVffi.;EE

2.r Components of a Seismic Trace

consider a plane compressionar wave propagating downwards at

normal incidence to a horizontal acoustic interface, separating

rayers K and. K+l . shear \^¡aves are not generated under these

cond.ítions and hence only the reflected. and transmitted comp-

ressional \^7aves need be consid.ered.. The amplitudes of the reflec-

ted. and. transmitted waves are determined from two boundary con-

ditions; namely, continuity of displacement and normal stress.

From these condítions it is deduced that the reflection co-

efficient of the inJ-erf¡na ic ci1¡g¡ þy,

(2.11)

fa,&ua + ("d.'r

where Ar, Ai are the amplitudes of the reflected and incident

waves, p is the density and. d tfte p-\,rave veloeì rw of t-he'l

layer t"in." , Lg76).

since the amplitude of the reflected wave is proportional

to the reflection coefficient, the reflectivíÈy series of

impulse response of the layered earth can be represented by a

series of spikes of various weights. consider the hypothetical

situation of a delta function seismic signal propagating

ATt = -ãr-



through the earth subject to no attenuation or dispersion. This

would. yield a seismogram composed of the earth's impulse response.

Since a seismic signal contains a band of frequencies, a

more realistic model replaces the delta function by a seismic

wavelei. Assuming the wavelet Ís stationary, the seismic trace

consists of a sequence of wavelets reflected from interfaces

within the earth. The arrival times and amplitudes of the purses

are determined by the impulse response of the earth, as illustra-

ted in Figure 2.1. Thus, the seismic trace, x(t) can be expressed

by the following convolutíon,

x(t) = b(r) * â(r)
-/
-?.

(2.L2)

where b (t) is the time series of the wavelet and Zrc) the

eartht s impulse response.

The resolution of events on a seismogram is limited by the

duration of the fund.amental wavelet. This is demonstrated in

Figure 2.1. The duration of the pulse 4,t ana the interval

between consecutive arrivals, Ti should satisfy the cond.ition,

A.t (ri

the events to be completely separated. If the condition

satisfied the wavelets interfere and result in a complex

for

not

IS



waveform on the seismogram.

z-z Objective of Ðeconvolution

The impulse response of the earth is the geologically sig-

nificant information contained ín the seismosram. The obiective

of deconvolution is to enhance this pertinent information bv

removing the effects of the seismic wavelet from the trace. This

involves Ëhe estimation of the primary wavelet and the design of

an inverse that reduces the wavelet to an impulse. Assuming the

seismogram can be described by equation (2.L2). convolving the

inverse operator with the trace should red.uce the events to a

sequence of spikes representing the earth's impulse response.

The inverse of the wavelet b(t) is defined as the linear oper-

ator a(t) such thatl

na(t) * b(t) = à (t) (2.2L)

I
where ò (È) is a unit impulse function.

notation this relationship becomes,

A(z) B(z) - I

Using z- transform

derivation of the

by Robinson (L967)

since the Z- transform of

inverse línear operator is

(2.22)

('
ò (t) is unity. The

extensively covered



Expressing the Z- transform of the wavelet b(t) in polynomial

form equation (2.22) can be written.

1
T' (2'23)
b +b- z*b^z-*.. . .b z"Or¿n

and factorizing yields,

since each factor of the above equation is the Z- transform of a

dipole, the wavelet b(t) can be expressed as the convolution of

¡1 dipoles,

The phase criterion of a wavelet and the cond.itions for a stable

and realizable linear operator are e>çlained in Appendix B.

Robínson (L967) demonstrates that if each component dipole of

equation (2.25) is minimum phase, the inverse operator is stable

and physically realizable. If the dipoles constituting the

wavelet are entirely maximum phase, the stable inverse is a

purely nonrealizable operator. The finar case concerns a rrave-

let of mixed phase when the dipoles are a combination of mini-

mum and. maximum phase. under these conditions the stable in-



verse is two-sided and nonrealizable. rn each case, the inverse

defined by eguation (2.24) is derived by polynomial division and

has an infinite number of coefficients. Thus, to perform decon-

volution and exactly transform the seismic trace to the impulse

response functíon, the inverse operator must be of infiníte

length.



IMPULSE RESPONSE E(t)

SEISMIC WAVELET b (t)

b(t) * e(t)

SEISMIC TRACE (TOTAL RESPONSE )

FIGURE 2.1
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CN{APTER 3

SQUAFBS I}Í\ERSE FrLTßtlG

3.1 Theory

The exact linear inverse operators mentioned. in the pre-

vious chapter cannot be utilized in digital processing as they

have an infinite number of coefficients. Thus, for practical

purposes it is necessary to design an approximate inverse oper-

ator of finite length. A technique conmonly used. in filter de-

sign was originally developed by Norbert Wiener (1949) and is

based on the least squares criterion. The lviener deconvolution

firter minimizes the energy difference between the desired and.

actual deconvolved. outputs.

Suppose the input wavelet b (t) (t=0,1, . . . . . .n) is convol_ved

with the operator {ttl (t=0,1,......m) to obtain the output,

c (t) , given by

for t=0 rLr...... rm+n (3. rI)

If the desired output is d(t)(t=O,I,......,m+n), the Ì{iener

filter ensures the sum of the sguared errors qiven bv

ît, .ao
C(t) =5 f (s).b (t-s)/¡

-5so

fi+rì
r= lru(r) -c ft) )2

ë--ô lvl

= f (arct- f r<=t.a{t-si)2
b\ Ë t

(3.12)



is a minimum. To obtain the mini:num value of I, its partial
p

derivatives with respec-u to +(k) (k=O,I,......m) are set to

zero" Hence,

+ = /tQt.r- är,oo(t-s) ).(-btt-t)=o (3.13)
o trc E; - soo

Rearranging equation (3.13) gives,

,f tYn \ ):4Þr(s)( >b(t-s).b(t-k)l=> d(È).b(t-k) (3.14)
- \<- I L-
Sto ë=o ë=o

The autocorrelation of the input wavelet and cross-correlation

of the input and desired output can be defined as,

H+^

-qr{=lo(t-s).b(t-k) for k=0,L,......,m (3.1s)
L=o

and

r
q(k)=
-, bo

respectively. Thus, equation (3.I4) can be written as

,t|

Z+ (s).|-(k-s) =1](k)
5=ø

(3.17)

Since, f'(k-s)= l-(s-k), the above equation can be expressed in

the foll-owing matrix form,



Suppose the required output is

solution of the (m+t) linear si

gives the coefficients of the f

recursive process given by Levi

so-called. normal equations.

(3.18)

m1^ ^. r¡¡ç

l? r a\

A

solve these

[cr+l tãol
lf c'r I l3!) |lil:l:ll:li;l
L{i{ LsqJ
a unit impulse waveform

multaneous eguations of

inite inverse operator.

nson (1947) is used to

5-¿

3.2.I

Approaches to Deconvolution

Introduction

The objective of deconvolution is to eliminate the effect

of the source wavelet from the seismic trace. rn practice, how-

ever' this can only be partially realized and an important

limitation is the estimation of the source siqnature from a

noisy, non-stationary ínformation channel. Techniques for

evaluating the wavelet require various assumptions regard.ing

the seismic trace

statistical approaches to wavelet estímat.ion includ.e the

word-Kormogorov factorization as described by Robinson (L967)

and homomorphic deconvolution extensively covered by urrych

(1971) and. Oppenheim and. Schafe:i (1975). The former technique

invoLves factorizing the power spectrum of the seismic trace



1V

and assumes stationarity of a minimum delay seismic waveform.

A white noise sequence for the impulse response of the earth

is also assumed. Fe\,üer restrictions are imposed bv the homo-

morphíc method where the waveret is evaluated from its com-

plex cepstrum. It is assumed that the latter can be separ-

ated from the cepstrum of the impulse response by low cut

'Iiftering' (i.e. linear filtering in the frequency domain)

of the cepstrum of the seismic channel.

3.2.2 Inverse Filterinq performed

For this project the seismic data processing v¡as inter-

rupted after the vertical stack (Figure I.3). The initial

approach was to estimate the source.waveret from these records,

the only assumption being the stationarity of the seismic

traces. Thus, the statistical estimates outlined above were

not employed. A stationary waveform is a credibre assumption

due to the rerativery sharlow nature of the sedimentary section

under investigation. Any differentíaI absorption of the re-

flected pulses is probably minimal.

Spectral analysis performed. on a number of traces re-

vealed a dominant frequency range of 35 to 40 Hz and. a seismic

wavelet of congruous frequency was estimated. The pulse was

selected from first arrivals which, for the majority of tracesf

had a characterístic form and. duration.



¿i

Least squares inverse operators of increasing lengths

were designed. and convolved with the seismic wawelet- Ficrrrrc

3.1 displays the estimated waveform and the approximate unit

impulses produced by inverses of length 21, 41 and 61 points.

There was a salient improvement in the approximations wíth

increasing operator length but the latter was restrÍcted by

computational e>çense. Conseguently, a mediatory value of 4I

points was selected and. the inverse r,'ras convolved with the

seismic traces. Figure 3.2 illustrates the effect of the decon-

voluËion on a seismic record and disptays the resultant distor-

tion caused by amplification of both high and low frequencies.

The adverse effect was possibly due to an erroneous estimate

of the primary wavelet and also the presence of high frequency

random noise in the seismic traces.

Rice (L962) discusses the effect of convolvinq an inverse

of a wavelet with specific frequency content with wavelets of

different frequencies. When the inverse was based on a fre-

quency which was too high, the resolutíon of the impulse was

reduced due to the augrmentation of low frequencies. v'Ihen the

frequency was too low the impulse was distorted as high

frequencies rarere enhanced by the filtering. Rice also in-

vestígated the effect of random noise in the seismogram on

the deconvolution process. He concluded. that low freguencv

\,vas severely amplified by the inverse filtering.

Band.pass filtering before deconvolution is a method of



suppressing the random noise in the seisrric channel, but, as

this decreases the frequency content, the degree of resolution

is reduced. Thus, when performing deconvolution it is necessary

to compromise between resolution and. the interference problem.

The results of filteríng before deconvolution demonstrated. the

extreme sensitivity of the inverse operator to high frequency

noise and it was necessary to employ an efficient bandpass

filter to etiminate noise upward.s of 60 Hz. Figure 3.3 displays

the record after frequency filtering, bandpass 20 to 50 Hz and

operator length 70 points. The result of deconvolving the

filtered data with the 41 point inverse operator are shown in

the same figure. Although the high frequency interference \¡ras

suppressed, some 1ow frequency enhancement persisted and the

deconvolution produced no significant improvement in resolution"

Since the problem concerns the estimation of the initial

waüelet a more statistical technigue of Wiener deconvolution

was applied.

3.2.3 Statistical Approach : Theory

It is possible to design a Wiener inverse filter without

an explicit estimaËion of the wavelet if certain assumptions

are made. The wavelet is assumed to be a discrete stationary

time series with minimum phase properties and the impulse

response function of the earth is restricted to a white noise



sequence. The latter enables the trace auËocorrelation to be

usec in Ëhe design of the inverse filter and this is demon-

strated using the convolution moder of the seismic trace.

Using the notation of ChapÈer 2, the seismic channel x(t)

can be represented by the convolution,

x(r) = b(t) *5(t)

Taking the Z - transforms this becomes,

\t"l = B(z) E(z)

The z - transforms of the autocorrelation of the trace can be

expressed,

Xtrl Xiz't) = B(z) n(z) B.¡-\ n(z-t)

For a whíte noise sequence the autocorrelation is a zero delay

unit impulse and tjne Z transform E(z).8(ùI) is unity. Thus, the

wavelet and trace autocorrelations are equivalent.

since the wavelet is minimum phase the desired output of

the inverse filter is a unit impulse at zero lag. rt follows

that the crosscorreration between the seismic wavelet and. de-

sired output is zero except for the first term. Thus, the

crosscorrelation can be scaled to form a unit impulse at zero
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Iag. The normal equations expressed in (3.18) become,

[Ff,l r(r) - r-(ðl lTf"ll I-¡llr(,)r[o) : llf(,) I loll,-'.ll-.ll:llij,ll;l:l:lr',, ,) r.(r)l lfrrl l:llli*) f-[nrr-r. J F("lj LòJ
where the autocorrelation matrix is calculated. from th

trace. This deconvolution technique has the ad.vantage

inverse is designed uniquely for individual seismic tr

The above method can be extend.ed Ëo estímate the

applying another inverse Wiener filter to the original

operator. Thís techníque of wavelet estimation is cal

Vüiener-Levinson double inverse method.

(3.21)

3.2.4 Statistical Approach : Application

This section includes the investigation of prewhítening as

a method of suppressing the high frequency noise enhanced by

inverse filtering. Prewhitening is the addition of white noise

to the wavelet by adding a consÈant to the spectrum. The auto-

correlation and. spectrum are a Fourier transform pair and the

reciprocal of the latter is the spectrum of the inverse oper-

ator. At frequencies where the values of the wavelet's spec-

trum are extremely low or zerot the spectrum of the inverse

tends to infinity and amplifies seismic noise. Adding a

constant to the waveletts spectrum ensures that its reciprocal
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has reasonabre varues at ar1 frequencies. prewhitening is

achieved by multiprying the autocorrelation's zero rag value by

a constant greater than unity. This is effectively adding an

impurse to the zero lag value and its constant Fourier transform

is added to the waveletrs spectrum, as d.emonstrated in Figmre 3.4.

Figure 3-5 depicts the results obtained by d.econvolving a

seismic record with a 49 point inverse filter. The effect of

designing the fil-ter using 10ø" prewhitenÍng is shown in Figrure

3.6. A comparison of the two outputs irlustrates the damping

effect of prewhitening on the high frequency interference. This

was accomplished at the expense of some resolution but a com-

promise between resolution and noise enhancement riras necessary.

Prewhitening arleviated the interference problem but further

suppression \¡¡as required. This was achieved by bandpass firter-

ing from 15 to 50 Hz before deconvolution as an alternative to

increasing the amount of prewhitening. The results obtained

are illustrated in Figure 3.7;

The inverse filtering successfurly increased. the frequency

contenÈ of the traces, and the resolution of the first arrivals

was improved.. However, examination of a number of deconvolved

records suggested that subsequent events \,rere suppressed by

inverse filtering. Figure 3.8 shows the filtered and. deconvorved

records when the bandpass was reduced to 25 - 50 Hz. The fre-

quency fíltering eliminated the Iow frequency ground rorl and

improved the clarity of events on the record. However, the

effect on the subsequent deconvol_ution was negligible.
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GßPIM, 4

LEAST SQINRES PREDÏCT|VE FILTERTNG

4.L Theory

Using the notation of Chapter 2, the seismic trace can be

described by the convolution,

x(t) = b(r) * å(t)

where the fundamental wavelet b (t) -is assumed to be stationary

and minimum delay and the impulses å ttl are mutually uncorre-

lated random variables. The objective of predictive filtering

is to transform the trace into uncorrelated prediction errors,

occuring at the arrival time of each waveleÈ, representing the

earËhrs impulse response.

The prediction operator of length (m+l) given by,

P(t) = f(o), P(I),......, f(m)

is evaluated such that when convolved with the seismic trace

the output is an estimate of the input at some future time,

t +d. This can be expressed,

îr',

^--X(t+o(¡ = Þ Pt=l.x(t-s)al
5=o

(4. 11)



where I (t+{ ) is the time advanced estimate of the input and

the prediction distance , &>O

The error in prediction is defined as the series,

tft+o<) = x(t+o4 ) - î(t+a( )

where x(t+o( ) is the actual value of the series x(t) at the

time (t +41. Substituting eguation (4.11) in the above gives,

fvl

á(t+¿) = x(r+o( ) - lr(s). x(r-s) (4.L2)
S=o

and rearranging we have r

J ttl = x (r) - f pf"l.x (t-s-o( )
5so

= x[t) - f (o).x(r-o() - ? 
(1).x(r-o( -r) -ftml.x(t-d-m)

(4.13)

This can be expressed in the form of a d.iscrete convolution if

the operator k(t) is defined,

I
Ilfort=o
I*(a) = { o for o t
I

L-P(t-d) ror 4(tlm +¿

then the prediction error J{t) becomes,
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2ft)
Êl

2
5¡o

k (s).x (t-s), k (o) - 1 (4.l-4)

The series, k(r) = 1,0,o,.....-P(O),-ftfl ,......-f{m)7 of lengrh

(m+o() is the prediction error operator corrseponding to the pre-

diction operator,

P(r) = p(o), P &),......, P(m)¡tlt

Peacock and Treitel (1969) express the prediction filter in

terms of a lviener filter where the desired output is a time ad-

vanced version of the input. The autocorreration of the input

trace of length (f + 1) is given by,

r1't) = î'*(t).x(r-t). \s,/ (_
t--o

and the crosscorrelation beÈween

can be expressed. as,

¿)

{"" t = Þ, l¡ ...., rtì. (4.15)

the input and desired output

nf* L

3(t) = |r(t+*).x(t-9 {-" t,=ö,1¿ ---..,,^4. (4.16)
Ë'o

Rearranging equation (4.16) gives,

qll\ -- l*G\.r(t-k'"ÐJ\, / 
E=o

: F(t+ (4.L7 )
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distance greater than unity are utirized for the suppression of

complex water reverberation patterns on marine seismic recorcs.

However, this thesis pertaining to source signature deconvolu-

tíon is concerned primarily with the predictÍon error filter with

unit prediction distance.

+.2 Predictive Fílterinq Performed.

The following operations with predictive firtering include

the application of 10% prewhitening, reducing the intrinsic noise

amprification characteristic of inverse filtering. Deconvolving

the records with prediction operators of various tengths was in-
vestigated and consequently a med.iatory value of 29 points was

chosen. The selection was based on the quarity of the deconvolved

output balanced with the expense of computation. The remaininq

specificatÍon, the prediction distance, was maintained at unity

so the predictive operation \¡/as equivalent to zero-lag inverse

filtering ,',,,':'-_'

Figure 4.1 illustrates the resurt of deconvorving the raw i,i

::
record and it is obvious that even with the inclusion of 1oz

prewhitening the random noise enhancement \Âras intorerable. To

eliminate this phenomenon the raw data were bandpass filtered,
:,

15 to 50 Hz, with a 79 point operator. Subsequent decon- ': :

volution produced the results displayed in Figure 4.2 and the

prediction error operators associated with the traces r to 24
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are shown in Figure 4.3. The d.econvorved record, generated. by

convolution with the prediction error operators, d.isplays a

series of arrivars after the first breaks. comparing the records

of Figure 4.2 it is apparent that the prediction error operator

was arso an effective high pass firter. The predictive firter

completely eliminated the ground rorl that persisted after

frequency filtering 15 - 50 Hz.

since the move-out of the events decreases with time, a

rational conclusion is that the reflections are authentic and

not spurious pulses generated by the firter operator. A salient

feature of the deconvolved record is the relatively low coherency

of reflections at short offsets and this phenomenon is attributed

to the automatic aain control (AGc) of the recording equípment.

The AGC circuits in the amplifier were util_ized. to record differ-

ent signals strengths at approximately equar levels. The gain

control attenuated high energy signals relative to weaker

arrivals. The problem encountered at short offsets was the

attenuation of hígh amplitude ground rolr following the first

breaks, causing the suppression of concurrent reflections. The

ground. roll was eriminated in the data processing revearing

reflections severely attenuated by the AGC.
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GßPTM. 5

DATA PROæSSÐüG, TNTffiPRHTATTON AND C€NS.USÏOI{S

5.t Processing

A specific section of the available data was selected for

the application of deconvolution. The section includes approx-

imately 2L n-iles of lateral subsurface coverage containing a

suspected reef structure in the Devonian strata. The original

data processing outlined in Figure 1.3 was interrupted after

the vertical stack and the final processing sequence is illus-

trated in the flow diagram of Figure 5.1. The programs ùtilized

in the latter part of the sequence, which was performed in the

present investigation, are briefly described in the following

seccl-ons.

5.1.1 Frequency Filtering

The original processing included bandpass filtering from

25 Lo 40 Hz with a 59 point operator which effectively elimin-

ated the low frequency ground roll and the 60 Hz interference.

For the current project, decreasing the frequency content of the

records reduced the degree of resolution attainable by the sub-

sequent deconvolution. The major concern was the high frequency

random noise whieh is severe'ìw amnlìfìcrl hw inwcrse filJ-erino-ev! !¡¡J .

Thus, the bandpass \¡¡as modified accordingly and the d.ata was



filtered from 15 to 50 Hz with a 79 eoint operator. ft was

necessary to employ a relatively long operator to improve the

efficiency of the filter since the subsequent deconvolution is

extremely sensitive to any residual interference.

Computer Programs

FILTCO by E.A. ROBINSON ; Computes the coefficients of the band-

pass filter and. also determines the frequency response of the

operator.

FILT by O. STEPHENSON ; Performs filtering by convolvinq the

filter operator with the trâces.

5.1.2 Deconvolution

The most effective inverse filtering technique investi-

gated in this thesis was the leasË squares predictive deconvol-

ution described in chapter 4. The predictive fil.ter with unit

prediction distance rvas equivalent to the least squares inverse

filter described. in chapter 3. The variance in the deconvorved

output of the two filters is attributed to the different com-

putation schemes in the filter design. The predictive filter-

ing method was employed in the final processing seguence. A

prediction operator with 29 coefficients was used, the



prediction distance \¡¡as assigned. Èhe value uniÈy and 10% pre-

whitening was applied.

The computer programs designed for the various techniques

of deconvolution are described in Appendix A, including DECONV3

whích was utilized in the final processins.

5.1.3 Common Depth Point Stacki-nq

It was not necessany to perform a velocíty analysis.to de-

termine the stackinq velocities since the velocitv function

computed for the origínal processing \{as availabi-e. Before

stacking, the poor quality traces were deleted and the remaining

data were normalized bv dividinq each trace bv its standard

deviation. The traces were then stacked to produce the time

section displayed in Figure 5.2.

Computer Programs

SORT by O. STEPHENSON; Arranges the traces in groups of six

having a cornmon reflection point.

CDPN by O. STEPHENSON; Normalizes the traces and performs the

CDP stack correcting for normal move out.
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AVG by O. STEPHENSON; Prod.uces the visual display of the time

section.

5.2 Interpretation

Initially, the deconvolved time section of Figrure 5.2 was

compared. with the original section displayed in Figure 5.3. The

reflections apparent in the latter figure, particularly the rel-

atively high amplitude arrivals exhibit the low frequency

characteristic of the Dinoseis siqnal. The salient improvement

in resolution achieved by the inverse filtering is manifested by

the notably higher frequency content of the d.econvolved reflec-

tions. fmprovement in the coherency of reflections after de-

convolution is also a prominent feature. It should be noted

that the inverse filtering with a 29 point prediction operator

resulted in a time delay of 14 miltiseconds in the record.s.

This phenomenon is apparent in the final processed section and

the subsequent interpretation includes compensating for the

time discrepancy.

The sonic 1og in Fígure 1.2 suggests the occurrence of

three'major reflection horizons which are described beIow.

f) The upper surface of the winnipegosis Formation where

the carbonate rocks are in contact with the 1ow velocitv

shaly beds of the Dawson Bay Formation.

2) The upper surface of the dolomite Interlake Group which
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is overlain by the shaly Ashern Formation. The occurrence of

interbedded shaLe in the upper beds of the fnterlake may impose

Èhe reflection horizon within this Group.

3) The upper and lower surface of the Winnipeg Sand.stone

which constitutes a thin laver of low velocitv material in

contact with the Precambrian basement and overlain bv the

carbonates of the Red River Formation.

Ehese three reflections are delineated ín the deconvolved.

time section of Fígure 5.2. The Vrlinnipegosis reflection (W)

manifests a reefal build-up with the maximum relief located near

station 445. There is a notable correlation between this sub-

surface feature and the topoqraphv of the area. The reef

structure together with the associated thinning of overlying low

velocity material results in a reduction in travel time to the

horizons below the Winnipegosis. Thís phenomenon is percep-

tible on the Interlake arrival (I) where the positive structure

below the reef can be at least partty attributed to velocity

effects. In addition, the uplift of the basement reflection

is probably due to the anomalous velocíty distribution. The

arrival from the basement (B) is slightly later than expected

from consideration of the sonic 1og. Due to the thin nature

of the overlying V'Iinnipeg Sandstone a credible postulation is

that the preceding arrival (R5) from the top of the Sandstone

interfers with the basement reflection and vields the observed

pulse combination. Approximately 0.03 seconds after the Inter-
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lake reflection another coherent arrival (R4) is d.iscernable and

it probably represents the contact between the carbonate Red

River Formation and the shalv strata of the Stonv Mountain.

In addition, an event (R1) of moderate eoherency is apparent

preceding the lVinnipegosis reflection and it is possibly due

to a contrast of acoustic properties within the Dawson Bay

Formation.

The Vtinnipegosis, Interlake and Precambrian reflections

are shown in the time section of Fiqure 5.4 and the relative

times of the other reflectíons are indicated. The corresponding

depth section is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The depths were cal-

culated using the average velocities derived. from the soníc log

of I'igure 1.2. Some errors in the depths v¡ere anticipated as

it was assumed the sonic los was representative of the velocities

within this particular sectíon. Erroneous estímates \dere also

incurred by the uncertainty of velocities within the Manitoba

Group and the variable thickness of the Vüínnipeg Formation.

Ðespite the above discrepancies the final depth section exhibits

a reasonable correlation with the stratiqraphic column of

Figure 2.1. The major reflections from the Vüinnipegosis,

Interlake and Precambrian horizons are also accordant with the

original interpretation by O. Stephenson (T976). As a result

of this present work the improved resolution of events suggests

the existance of a further three subsurface reflectors. It is

tentatively suggested that the reflections represent:



1) an acoustic interface within Èhe Dawson Bay Formation

?\ ì-hc ton of r-he Red River Formatíon-,

3) the upper surface of the Winnipeg Sandstone.

Corroboration of the existence of these horizons would require the

examination of their coherencv along an extensive lateral section.

5.3 Conclusion and Discussion

The current project achieved an ímprovement in the resolution

of subsurface geological horizons with the application of least

squares predictive filtering to CDP reflection data. The final

processing and interpretation was preceded by an investigation of

the various approaches to deconvolution using the least squares

approximation.

The deconvolution problem \¡¡as essentially two fold:

i) estimation of the primary wavelet

ii) desígn of the inverse operator.

ft was found that an inverse filter derived from an erroneous

pulse estimate had an adverse effect on a noisy seismic channel.

The statistical approach of predictive filtering does not in-

volve an explicit evaluation of the wavelet and. was the most

effective deconvolution technique in the presence of noise. A

compromise between the expedient resolution and the interfer-

ence problem was reached with the application of prewhiteníng

and bandpass filtering before deconvolution.



The interpretation of the fínal processed time section

agrees with available geological information. The three major

horizons delineated were the upper and lower surfaces of the

Devonian reef formation and the base of the Palaeozoic sediments.

At least two other creoloqical díscontinuities were d.iscernable

from the section. Further investigation of the area by decon-

volving all the available data could substantiate the coherency

of these postulated discontinuities. An additional recommenda-

tion for further study would be to apply predictive deconvolu-

tion with the prediction distance greater than unity. The ob-

jective being the elinination of the multiples that are apparent

below the basement reflection. This technique has been success-

ful1y applied to marine seismic data where the periods of the

repetative energy are known. However, field data poses a more

complex problem concerning the derivation of the optimum pre-

diction distance and filter lenqth that effectively remove the

reverberations.
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APPM{DIX A

CN¡{PI]1ER PROGA¡4S

I Description of program SPIIGR.

Programmer: R.M. Ingram, using subroutines by E.A. Robinson

modified by the progirammer.

Language: Fortran IV.

Function: To evaluate the inverse wavelet of a seismic pulse

of any phase characteristic and to deconvolve the

pulse.

Reference: Robínson, E.A. L967, Multichannel time series

analysis with digital computer programs, San

F.rancisco, Holden-Day"

Operation:

Main progrâfl ; initially reads the data from cards and finally

prints out the various output parameters.

Subroutine SPIKE ; computes the inverse operator for the optímum

spike posítion and deconvolves the input. sprKE uses the following

subroutines:

Subroutine ]MPULST stores an impulse function in an array.

Subroutine SHAPE; computes the lrfiener waveshaping filter.

Subroutine CROSS; computes the autocorrelation or cross

correl-ation of two siqnals.

Subroutine EUREKA; solves the single channel normal equations

by recursion.



Subroutine DOT; computes the dot product of two vectors.

Subroutíne FOLD; performs the convolution of two siqnals.

Subroutine MINSN; finds the minimum element of an arrav.

Input parameËers:

RDATA ; digitized input wavelet,

LRDATA ; length of input wavelet (no. of pts)

LFILT r length of ínverse wavelet (no. of pts)

Computed parameters:

FTTM . .i, !¡¡vç!Se OpefAtOf

INDEX ; optimum spike position

ASE i average squared error

sPAcE ; minímum sum of sguared errors for each spike position

and the deconvolved wavelet.

LRÐOUT ; length of deconvolved pulse (no. of pts)

{t



C PR OG RÀ f.' SPIK T R

C THE PROGRA¡,I C(),'IPIITNS TI{3 LEâST .SçtIARES TNVERSS FILTSR ÀND PEFFOR¡IS
.C DECONVOLTJTION OP A SEIS{IC'r{ÀV3LET.
c
c
c RE.QUT R 9D S UBR Orrl I NES :
c
C SI.,IXE ; COITPUTES IITVEIìSE OPERÀTOH FOR OPTII'IU$ SPIKF PcSTTToN ÀND
C DECOI'IVOLV85 TfIE DÀT¡I.

.,, C fr'tPûtS;:;TOt¿1S ÀN T,,{Pt,LSE FUNCTION fN AN ARRÀT.
C SllÀPE ; CCT.fPUTES l{IE{Er H¡TVESHÀpfNG FILTER.
C CROSS ; CO14PiTTES ATiTCCORRELÀTION On CnCSSCORR gLÀTTON.
C SUREKÀ; SSLVDS SINGLE CIIÀNN¡L NORTIÀL EQUÀTIONS BY RFCI'35ToN.
C DCT ; CO$PIJTÐS DoT PRODUCT.
C FOLD ; PERFoìì!5S coNVDLUTTON.

. C ¡ffNSN : FINDS TIIE illltIrtU¡{ tsLg$ENT OF ÀN ÄBRAy.
c
c

. C IN Pf'T T'À R A!{ NT T I?S :
c
C RDI\T¡\ ; DIcITIZED SEIs$rC I{ÀV8LET"
C LRDÀTl ; LEIIG?H OF INPUT l|¡TV¡LET{NO. OF PTS).
C LFILT ; tENc'lH OF I Nv ERS E OPIRÀTOR (NO. OF pTS) .
c
c
C COI{PUTED PÀRAI'IËT'!ìFS :
c
C FTLT ; TNVERSE OPER.I\TOR.
C I}IDEX
C ÀSE
C SPÀCÐ

OPTT i.It] ¡! S PT KE POS IT TO N.
AVUFÀGE SQIIÀREÐ ERROR.
HINTHU$ SU¡,l OF S0rràRED nnRORS FOR EÀCä SptKE ?OSTTION

C AND ÐSCONVOLVED OTITDIIT.
' C LRDOUT ; tEt¡GTH oF DUCONVOLVED pUtSE (NO. op pTS) .

c
c

DII'tENSION FTLT (A1),RDATL(2't ) ,SpÀC3 (25'Il
c
c DIItENSTON .Sp¡\C$ ("r*tFII,T+2*LRDOUTì
e

FEAD (5 "10) LPD.{T.4,LFrLT
10 FORrf itT (2014)

LRDOIJT=L Pf L T+ I. lì ll ÀT A- 1

t.¡RITE(ô, 12} LPDÀTÀ,LFILT
12 FOnHÀ1 (r rrf DAT¡t I,!:,tG,IHtrT4/' T"TFILTER I.ENGTHrrIrt)

RE;\D (5,15) (RDATÀ (J) ,J=1,LRDAT¡.)
15 FORMâT'(11F'/.0)

l{lìf TE (ô,1/) (FDI\TA (.1) ,,I=1, LnD¡\TÀ)
1l Fi)RllÀt1t-t, rIl.¡piJT DIT¡\t/r r, (1zYtl.2l)' C^LL SPIKE(LiìDITTATRDåTÀ,LFTLTTFfLTTTNDEIi.À5ErSE-)ÀCF)

l¡lìIîE ( br 20ì (FTLT (K) , K=1 , LFTLT).¿(, 
FOR¡4iIT 1r_"'SpTKE FlLTûR OprjRÀTOnSr /1 

" 
(10F12.,/) )

r{RITg(b.,25) It¡D9Y
25 FîR5ÀT 1r-r,'OpTIl.tU{ :itrIKE pOSITION ISr rTl¡)ilRITl(t,¡2(,) ÀSE
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26 rOR¡,lÀT 1r-r,' ÀVERllcE s2uARED EIìpOR ISr,F12. tt¡
r{RITE (b,5} LRD0irT

5 FTJRHI\t ¡t-t,,LRDotIT= r rI10)
H!ìITE (6,2'l) (S?ÀCE (J),J=1, I;RDoU?l

2'l FORI'lÀT('-r, r!{INrNÛ¡l sull oF sQrJÀRED ERRORS pCR EACH SpIKE pO5N.r/* (t rr10112.7))
I,Ð 1--tR DOUT+ 1

LD2=LR DOUT* 2
HRITE (6, 35) (SPÀCE (J) , J=LD1 , LD2)

J5 FOAi{ÀT1r-.r, rDECO}MLVED DATÀ' /(' r, J0F12.7))
r¡RITE(/,40) (FItT(J),J=1,LFrLT)
FOR¡tÀT(/P11.7)
HRITD('/,45) RECNO,TRNO, (SpACB(J),J=LD1,LD2)
¡'o Rri ÀT (2 1_4 / 811 0 _ 7)
STOP
EIT D

rl0

45



SUBRoUTINE SpIKS (tB, B, tÀ, A T INDEX r ASE,S)
DTf.IENSION À (LA),B(LB).S 12511

c
c DïllRNsIoì{ s(s*LÂ+2*LD)
c

.LD=LÀ+LB-1

: COIIPIlTE TNVERSE OPERÀTON ,T¡{D PENFORIf DECONVOI,I'TTON FOB EIICH SPIK:1

' : 
PosrrroN.

DO 10 T=1rI.!)
cÀLL TSPULS (LÐ, S ( Ln+ l¡ ,11
cALL SH/rPE(Lß, B,LD,S (LD+1),Là, A,LD,S (LD+1) rS (q),S (2*tD+1 ) )1O CONTINT]E

' c FrNÐ oPTr¡run sprKE posITIoN (¡lrNIMUtil EFAORS)
'c

cÀ[L HINSN (LD,S,ÀSE, rNDEX)
c
C COIIPUTE INVERSE CPERqTOTI AND DSCONVOLVE DÀ1À IOR OPTTi!U¡I SPTK}]
C POSITTONÔ
c

cALL Ir{PÍJLS (LD,S (LD+1) ,INÐEX}
cnI.L sHAPE(LB, B,LD,S (LO+1) rLà, A,LDTS (l.Ll+1),ASErS (2*LD+1) )

¡ RETIIRN
END
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suBFouTIl¡F ï!'tPULS (LD rD, K)
Dr r.f R Ns IoN Ð (tÐ)
DO 1 f=1,LD

1 D (f) =0.0
D(K)=1'1¡
RE ÎU RN

El¡ D



suBRouTI t'¡E sltÀp E (LR, B, LÐ, D, L;1, À, Le, C, ÀS E, Sp ÀCE)
DI¡tR¡¡SION À (LÀ) ,B (tB),C (tC) ,D(LD) ,SpÀCE(12J)

c
c DI HENSION SPÀCE (3*LÀ)
c

cALL C ROSS (LB, n, LBTBTLÀ, SPÀCE)
cALL CROSS (LD, D,LE,,B,Lì\, 5pÀCE (tA+1) )
CÀLL IUREKA (Lå,,SPÀCE,SPACA(Lå+l] ,À,SPÀCE (2*LA+1] )c¡tLL noT (tD , D, D, DD)
cÀLL DOT (tÀ , À, SP ÀCE (LA + 1 ) , AG)
ÀSE= ( D D- AG) ,znn
cALL FOLD (L À, À, LB, B, Le,C)
RETU RN

EI{ D



suBRofllINE CROSS (LX, X' f,YrY' LG, G)
DIH¡:N.SION X (LY) ,Y (LY) , G (LG)
DO 1 J=1rI,G

, rF (J.LE. LX) CALL DOT (tlIt{0 (Ly rLX-J+1) ,T (J) ,y,G (J) )
IP (J.GT. LX) G (J) =Q

1 CONTTI'IUE
RETI¡ RN

END

l'ì <



.-:

suBnouTrNE EUREi(À (Lil rR,G, F, À)
Drrf ENSro¡¡ n (tR) ,G (LR) , F (tR) , [ (tR)
V=R (1)
D=R (Z)
À(1¡ =1'
F(1)=çl1l/v
Q=F ( 1) *R (2)
IF (tR. EQ.1) FETttRN
DO 4 L=2rLR
À (L) =-97Y
Ir(L.EQ.2) GO TO 2
Ll = (L- ¿l /Z
L2=L1+1
IF (L.80. 3) GO TO 5
DO 1 J=2tL2
HoLD=A (J)
K=L_J+ 1

À (J) =¡ (J) +A (L) f À (K)
1 A (K) =À (K) +¡. (L) + nolÐ

rF (2+L 1. EQ, L-2) GO TO 2

5 À (L2+1) =A (L2+11+ À (L) +A (L2+1)
2 Y=V+¡r(L) +O

F (I,) = (G (t) -Q) /v
L3=t- 1

DO J J=1rL3
K=L-J + 1

3 F (J) =¡ (J) +r (L) *A (K)
rF (L"AQ. tR) RElUBN
D=0"0
0=0.0
DO 4 I=1;L
K=L-f+2
D=D+À (I) *9 16¡

4 0=9+1(1) *R (K)
RE TU R}T

END



'I

su Bnou'rTlt E DoT (L , ï, Y , P)
Dru¡:NSroN x (I.) ,Y (L)
P=0.0
IF (t.T,8.0) RATO!rt¡
DO 1 I=1rL

1 P=P+X (I) *Y (T)
RETIIRI{
END



þþ:

suBRouTI¡¡]t FOl,Ð (LÀ, À f LB, B, LC,C)
DT$ENSION À (LÀ) rB (L3),e(LC)
I.C=LA+LB-:l
DO 10 J=1rLC

10 C(J)=9.
.DO 1 f=lrLn
DO 1 J=lrLB
K=f+J-l

1 c(K) =C (K) +¡ (I) *u (J)
RE lURN
gND



SUBROUTINE I.ITNSN (LX,T, T5IN, TNÐ]JX)
DrüE NSrON X (Lï)
Iltl DEX= 1

DC 1 f=1rLX
IF (x(INDEX) .GT.X(I)) INDEX=I

1 CONTT:{UE
X$IN=ï (fNDEx)
RETIIR N

END



lI Description of program DECOIiV 1

Prograrnmer: R.M. Ingram

Lang'uage : Fortran IV

Function : To deconvolve 24 channel seismic records usinq

a predetermined inverse operator

Operation : no subroutines are required.- The filter operator

is read from cards and the seismic data stored on

9 track macrnetic tape is read.

Before the operator is convolved with the data each trace is

extrapolated by half the filter length at each end. This prevents

pertinent data from being distorted by the subsequent convolution.

After normalization the relevant portion of the deconvolved traces

is stored on maÇnetic tape.

Input parameters:

NREC i no. of records

LFILT ; length of inverse operator (no. of pts)

REC ; record number

FILT ; inverse operator

DATA ; input trace (from tape)

IA ; record number (from tape)

IB ì trace number (from tape)



þv

C P8 OG RA tI DECON V 1

C THE PROGRAil DECONVOLVES 2'{-CHJì,NIIEt SETSI']TC RECORDS USI¡IG !\

C PREDETERI.lIT¡UD lNVERSE OPRRIITOR.
c
c
C TNPUT PARiI!,IFTEIIS:
c
C NREC : NO. OF RECORDS
c Lrrtr : LEtlGTH OF ITVERS¡: OPERÀTOF{NO. OF PTS)

, C REC ; R'ECORD NûllBEF
C FIIT ; INVERSU OPE?ÀTCR
C DATà ; SBIS¡'TC TRT\.:E{ FRO!1 TÀPD)
C IÀ ; RECORD NUllBIn ( FRoll TAPE)
C IB ; TnA CE NUI']BIÌP (FROM TÀPII)
c
c

TNTEGNR*2 DÀTA (550) , DOUT (502) ,IA,ÏB
TNTEGER REC (50) ,¡¡BÐC,L!'ILT
RE¡rL FILT(50),5TORE l6J0l
EEÀD (5. 10) NPEC'LFILT' (RÐC(J)'J=1, NREC)

10 FOR¡{ AT l'¿r-4/ (20lrt) )

15 FO Rfi ÀT ( 6 î12 .71
LSTORE=5 00+ (LFILl/21 *4
DO 50 JJ=1, ìtREC
DO 45 R=1 ,2u

20 RIIAD(8,25) IÀ,Its, (Ð.qTÀ (L)'t=1'500)
25 FoRÌlAr (250(2s0A2) )

IF (IÀ. NB. REC (JJ) ) GO TO 20
c
C EXÎRÀPOLATE DÀTÀ BY LFTLÎ/2 ÀT EÀCH EI|D
c

NU II=LF TLT /2+ 1

DO 4 f=1r500
DATÀ (500+t{Url-I) = DÀTÀ (500-I+1)

4 CONTTNUD
, ¡lU M=LF lLi /?.

DO 5 I=lrNUfl
. I NUII=N U¡,1- I+ 1

t,ATÀ (I ¡lU¡1) =2+DI\T¡\ (LFT.LT/2+ 1) -DÀTA (LîlLT/2+1+T)
5 CONT IN OE

LEN=LF lLT/2
DO 6 I=1rLnN
II =T +5 00+ LF'f.LI /2

: þATÀ (f I) =f*Ð¡\Tq (500+LFILT/21 -DÀTil (500+LELLT/2-Il
. 6 CONTTNIJE

c
c

DO J0 f=IrLSTORT:
J0 SIORE(f) =r¡'

LTFIiCE='r0()+LFILT- 1

DO J5 T=l,LTIìnCî
DO .J5 J=1rL'r¡If.T

35 STotlr(I+J-1|=5IORE(I+J-1) + fnt,1 (I¡ *FILT(J)



c
C NOR¡IAI,TZE THE Of'TE'ÛT
c

THÀX=0.. DO 2 r.-- 1, LSTOR E

2 TnAX=À li.{X1 (ÀBS (STOHE (L) ) ,TI'1,\Xl
DO 3 L=IrLSTORE

3 slonE (L¡ =510R8 (t) /TH,¡\x*10000.c
,C

DO '3'l N=-ir502
DOUT (N) =STOBE (LFILT+N-3)

37 CONT 11{ r.| E

DoUT (1) =nEc (JJ)
DoUT ('21 =K: 45 WRTTE (9,251 (DOUT (J) ,J=1,502)

5O CONT IN I¡E
rüRITE (b,55) REC (1) ,REC (NREC),LgTf,T

: 55 FORllAf ¡t-'rtRnCORDSt rI4rt TOtrT4r' DECONVOLVED 'yüITH AtrI4,* I POTNT TNVERSB FILTER'}
STOP
EI{D

to



III Ðescription of proqram DECOIW 2

Programmer : R.M. Ingram, employing subroutines AUTCOR and

COVI{ by I.T. Serada and EUREK-A by E.A. Robinson.

Language : Fortran IV

Function : To perform least squares inverse filtering of 24

channel seísmic data

Reference : Robinson E.A. and Treitel S. L967, Principles of

digital Wiener filtering, Geophys. Prosp. 15 311-333.

Operation:

Main program; initially reads the data from 9 track magnetic tape

and correcÈs the reversed polarity of certain channels. Fina1ly,

the deconvolved data is normalized and stored. on magnetic tape.

Subroutines INVERS ; computes the least squares inverse filter

for each trace and performs deconvolution.

IN\|ERS uses the followinq subroutines.

Subroutine AUTCOR ; computes the auËocorrelation coefficients.

Subroutines EUREKA i solves the single channel normal equations

by recursion.

Subroutine CONV ; performs convolution.



Input parameters:

N ; no. of digital points in input trace

NREC ; no. of record.s

REC ; record number

LFfLT ; length of inverse operator (no. of pts)

PW r percent of prewhitening applied

DATA ; input trace (from tape)

fA ì record number (from tape)

IB ; trace number (from tape)



C PR OG R À I'I DIJCON V2
C THE PROGR¡\!{ COJIPUTES TH9 LE.{ST SOUANES TNVERSE FTLTER FON EÃCII
C CRÀI{NEL ÀND DECONVOLV!:S 24-CIIAN:.IEL SETSfiTC IìECORDS.
c
c
C REOl¡IRED SUBROIJTiTES:
c
C TNVERS; CO¡lPUTES TH3 STTGLE CHJ\N}JEL LEASî SQUARES INVNIìSE FILT¡n
C AND DECONVOLVSS TI{E TNPIÎT T'IiACE.
C AUTCOR; COIlPUTES T¡TE ÀI'TOCORRELAlION.
C EüRBKÀ : S0LvES THE SrlrçLE CIIÀNNEL NORI'f ÀL ËQt,ÀTIoNS BY F Ì,lcUîsTcÌ{.
C CONV ; PEBF0Rt'lS C0NVOLUTION.
c
c
C TN PT'T PA R ÀiIET IIRS :
c

. C N ; NO. OF DIGTTAL POTNTS IN INPUT TRÀCE.
C NREC ; NO. OF RTCORDS.
C REC ; RTCOFÐ NTI¡{BETì.
C LFILT ; LSNGTÍI OF f¡¡vÍRs¡t OPEFÀTOR(NO. Of P15)"
C PH ; PERCE}ITÀGE PREI{HITENING APPLTED.
C DATÀ ; rNPUT TRACE(FRoìl TÀPE)
C IA ; RECORD NûilBER(FPol'l TÀPEì
C IB ; TF}CE l¡tll'lBEll (PRo!! TAPI)
c
c

fNTEGER*2 DATA (5OO),DOI]T (502) ,IÀ,IB
IN?EGER FEc(60) ,PH
REnL STORX (800)
READ (5, 10) l¡, NREC, (R EC (,J) ,.ï=1 , ¡IRIJC) , LFILT, PJ{

, 10 FORHÀT(2014)'
I DO 7 0 JJ= 1, l.lREC

DO 65 R=1 ,24
20 READ(8,25) IÀ,f8, (DIITÀ (t) rL=1,500)

25 FORif ar (250 (250A2) )
IF (IÀ. !,r8. REC (JJ) ) Go 1O 20

,C
C CO RRECT THE R IIVÐRSED T'OTARTTY OF CEIITIÀN CI.!ANNÐLS
c

NUÈ1=224
DO 95 f=1,2
IF (IA. GF:.NUI ",1,:\D. fA. Lt. ¡ÌlJIl+5.¡\}lD. f B. cn. 1 J) GO TO fJ0
IF (IÀ" GE. I.iU:I+6.Åt'tD. IÀ. LE" Huil+1 1. ÀNg. IR.Ln. 12) GO TO tJ()
GO TO 95

80 DO 90 L=l,500
90 ÐATA(L)=DATi\(L)*(-1)

I g5 NUM=¡1¡ 5+ 1 iì
c

. DO J5 J=l,500
35 STOFD (J) =DÀTÀ (J)

CALL INV¿-HS (STOIllrN, LPII.T, P|.t)
LSlO F E=500+ ( L !: TL T /21 *!r

C NOR}lÀLIZE ?IIE OUTPUT



c
TPIÀ X =0 .
DO 3l I=1,LSToqE

37 Tl'lAX=À¡l¡\X1 (ABS (STeBE (I) ),Tt'lAX)
DO JÉJ l=l rLSTO;ìE

38 STORE ( I) =SToRE ( I) /'1t1}.X *100.
c

DO 4û L=J1502
40 DOUT (L) =ST0RE (tFILT+L- 3)

DoUT (1) =R9C (JJ)
DouT l,2l --K

65 TIRITE(9,'¿51 (DOflT(J),J=1r502)
?O CONTTNfJE

HRrTE (6,75) R3C (1) , H EC (r.rRnC) , LFILT
'15 FoRf'lAr 1t -t r t rNvEPSE FILTEP Àt'PLIED To nEcosÐS''I4' t 'tot .f4/

* I f , t LENGTTI OF OPER ÀTOR- 
" 

f4,1 POII{TS I )
HRIrE (6, I 1) PW

tr1 FoRMÀt1t-t r'PRt'r¡HfTENING APPLIIID'rf 4r' PEnCENTT )
STOP
EI{ D



l , suBRonrrNE rNvEns (TR ÀcE, t!,I.FrLT, ptl)
REÀL TRÀCE(FJo0) .À (100) ,FILT (100) ,C (800) ,ÀUÎO(100),CROSS (100)
INTEGE R PI'I

e
C .COTJPUlÐ AI'TOCORRlIÀTION
c 'cÀtL 

AUTCOR (LFItTrN, AûTO,TRÀCE)

c
.... C ÀPPLY PRE'JHITENING

c
PPH= lP'l /100 . ) + 1 . 0
ÀIITO (1 ) =AUlo (1 ) *PPl{

c
c

I: C CO!IPUTE CROSSCORR TLÀTTON
c

CROS S ( 1) ='l '.'. DO 5 ,l=2 t LF ILT

c
c.
C COHPI'TE FIITEÍì COSFFICTENTS
c

cALL EUREKÀ (LFTr.T, ÀfJTO,CROSS,¡'ÏLT, À)
e
c
c EXTaAPOLÀTE TRÀCE BY LYÍLT/z ÀT EÀCH ENr)
c

LTRACFÌ=500+LFILT- 1

LC=500+ (LFILT/2)*4
NU t{=LF rLl /2 + 1: Do 1 r=1,500

1 TRACE(500+Nrll'1-I) =TRACE (500-f +1)
NU !{=LF T.LT/2
DO Z I=lrrIU|l,.., INUII=NÍJ|'Í -I+ 1

2 TtìACE( INU¡'l) =)*tR ACE (LFfLT/'¿+1) --RÀCE (LFILT/2+1+I)
LEN=LF TLT/2
DO .J I=1'Lf,!{
II=I +b 00+LF !f'T /7.

3 TR ¡ICE ( If ) =2*TR AcE ( 50 0+ LYT.Ll /21 -TR ACE (5 00 +LTTLT /2-T)
c
c
C CONVOLVF INVERSE OPERATOR i{ITH ÐÀTÀ'c

cALL CONV (PTT,T, T,FTi.T,T:ìÂCr, LTIIÀCE, Cr LC)
c' D0 '10 J=IILC
10 TnAcE(J) =s1iI¡

RETU RN

END



:: SUBRoUTINE ¡\UleOR (l{UIl, Ntttl rR rST)
RE¡lL R (l,lu¡{) ,BT (NI.ttl)
DO 110 ll=1r¡'!UH
llT=fl -1
LIüf T=NUt'l-l'17
R (l{) =Q ' 1¡

fi0 120 J=1rLIl|fT
I=J+ FrT

:,: R (l'l) =R 0{¡ +gn (I) *BT (Jl

"', 
120 CONTfNUE
1 1O CONTINUE

RÐ TU RN
END



suBRouTrÌ¡D coNv (Ð rLDrn, LB fcrLc)
REAL D (LÐ), R(LB),C(r,C)
DO 1 l,l=1rLC

1 c(ll) =0.0
DO 2 I=1rLD
DO 2 J=lrLB
K=f +J- 1

2 C(K) =s (K) +D (I) *B (J)
RETfIRN
END



suBRou TINE EUREKA (LR ,R,G, F r Il)

c

C REPER TO PÀGE

c

6+



fV Description of prograrn ÐECONV 3

Prograrmer : R.M. Ingram, employing subroutines by I.T.

Sereda modified by the progranmer.

Lang-uage : Fortran IV

Function : To perform least squares predictive filtering of

24 channel seismic records.

Reference : Peacock K.L. and Treitel S. L969, predictive de-

convolution: Theory and practice, Geophys 34, 155 -

169.

¿.lnorr'Fì an .
vreÀ e e+v¡¿ .

Main program: initiatly reads the inputs from cards and 9 track

magnetic tape and corrects the reversed polarity of certain

seismic channels. Finally, the deconvolved data is normalized

and stored on magnetic tape.

Su.broutine DECON r computes the least squares prediction error

operator for each trace and performs deconvolution.

DECON uses the followinq subroutines.

Subroutine AUTCOR; computes the autocorrelation coefficients.

Subroutines EUREKA; solves the single channel normal equations

by recursion"

Subroutine CONV; performs convolution.



Input parameters:

N; no. of digital points in input trace

NREC; no. of records

REC; record number

ST; start time on trace for processing (sec)

ET; end. time on trace for processing (sec)

DFBEr duration of first break energry (sec)

DT; inverse of the digital interval

ALPHA; prediction distance of ínverse filter (sec)

PRED; length of prediction error operator (sec)

PVI; percentage prewhitening applied

FBTS; first break times (sec)

ÐATA; input trace (from tape)

IA; record. number (from tape)

IB; trace number (from tape)

ri:,:.::-J;-:.-



C PBOGRÀ}I DECOI¡ V3
c THE PROGRI\¡l COr.l?r'TES THIl LEÀST SQUÀRES PReDICTION ERROR OtìDpl\TOR
C FOR EÀCtl CIIÀNì,¡EL Àï¡D DEcONVOLVEST 24-CHÀNNEL SSfSUfC RÌiCORÐS.
c
c
C REQIIIAED SUtsROUlI}IES:
c
C ÀUTCOR : COT,IPUlES TIIE AUÎOCORNELATION.
C EIIREKA ; SOL.TES THE SfNGLE CHIINNEL NoRtlÀI, EQII!\TIONS By SEcUlisrON.: C CONV ; PEIIFORTS CONVOLOTION.
c
c
C INPUT PARÀIIETERS :
c
C N ; NO. OF DTGTTÀL POTNTS IN INPUT TRACE.

. C NREC ; NO. OF FECORDS.

' Q, REC ; RECO1ìD NU¡IBER.
C ST ; STÀRT lIrlE oN TRÀCE FoR PFCCESSI¡ïG (SECI 

"' C ET ; END TI¡|E ON TRACE POR PTOCESSïNG(SEC).
C DFBE ; DUR i\TION OI' t'IIIST BREI\K Eì'IEFGY (SËC) - TO BE ¡{UTrD ollT
C DT ; fNvERsn OF DIGITÀL IN?EBVAL.
C ALPHA ; PREI)ICTTON DIST ¡|NCE.
C PRED ; LENGTII or PREDICTIOI¡ ERnoB oPEßÀTOti (SEC).
C Pl{ ; PERCE¡¡TA GT PR3?IHITENTNG APPLIED.
g FBTS ; FIRSl BiìEAK TItllÌS (SEC) .
c DÀTÀ ; TIIPIITTRACE(FROI'tTAt'T).
C IA ; RECORD NUI,IBìIR ( FRO|Y TAPE) .
C IB ; Tn¡tCE NIti"fBÐR (FROll T¡r99).
c

ïNTIÌGI H* 2 D ÀTA (5 00 ) , ÐOUT (50 2) , rÀ, r B

TNTEGER REC ('60)
REAt STORE (502) ,FBTs (b0,24)
R EÀD ( 5, 1 01 N , llR EC, (R EC (J) ,J=1 , Ì¡REC)

1 0 FORM AT (20T4 )
RE¡{D (5, 15) ST, ¡:T, DFil E, DT, ÀLPHII , PRED, PW

15 FOR:'l¡rT (1 0.trÊf . 3)
READ(5, 1'l) ( (FIìTS(T,J] rJ=1,241,f=1'NREC)

1'7 FORUÀT (16t'5.3)
DO .I O .JJ= 1, HR ìJC

DO t¡5 K=l r2 4
20 REÀD(ttr25) 1À,I8, (Dl\TA {L),L=1r500}

25 FO8¡1¡1 (25U (250A2) )
IF ( lA. N U.8i.,-C f JJ) ) (;O TO 20

c
C CO RRDCT THA R EV]]RSED POLÀTITY CP CEIITÀIN CHJINNIIS
c

NUll=224
DO 95 I='l o2
IF (IA. rìE.l'¡UI.ÀNÐ.Tl\. LD. IIU¡,f+5.AllÐ. IB,cE. 1 J) cO TO 30
If ( T À. Gi. ì{tl !'l+rr. À ND. T À. tE. l,¡trS+ 1 1. ÀND. Tn. L E. 12) ,;Cl TO tl0
co To 9b

tJO DO 90 L=l1500
90 DIITÀ (L) =0ÀTÀ (L) *(-1)
95 NUliî= NU i'1+ l tt



FBl= FBTS (.IJ , K)
D() 35 J=1,500

35 SToRE (J) =DATÀ (J)
cÀLL DECOT{ (STORn, N, ST, trT,FBT, r}FB E, DT, ALPHÀ, PR E D, Pl.r, R EC (JJ), r()

c
C :{ORÌIÀLTZE TIIE OT]TPUT
c

TllÀT=0,
DO 3'l f=1r500

37 ÎHÀX=AflJrX1 (ÀtsS (STORn (T) ) ,Ti'f I\X)
DO Jti I=1r500

:JB SToRE (I) =STon1.(f),/Il1ÀX*100.
c

DC 40 ¡=jr502
40 DoUl(L) =STcRn(L-2)

DoUT (1) =REC {JJ)
DOUT (21=K

65 HRf TR (e r'¿51 (DOUT (J) ,J=1r502)
7O CONTTì{UE

l{RITE (É,r75) REC (1),REC (NREC) ,Pi?EÐ, ALPHÀ,PW
75 FOR¡{AT(IOI,'PREDICTTVE DECONVOTIJTTON ÀPPLTL'Ð TO BÐCORDSI,I4,

* | TOt,14./r-rrr LENGTH Or OpERATOR- r,F4.3rr SECS,
+PR.EDTCTIO}¡ DTSlI\NC.E- ' ,f 5.3,' SECS'/'- 

" 
'PRETHITETIING ITPPLISD- ' ,+ F2.O,I PERCENT')

STOP
END



SU BROtI T I N E DECON ( TA, !1, ST, ET, FIIT' ÐF B f , DT' ÀL PHÀ' PR ED' P',f 
' 
I F EC' K)

BEAL T¡t (l{)
DTMENS rOÌ'I tsT (5r)00)
REAL*8 R (1000),CT (45rJ0)' 
Dr¡f ENS IoN DF (999) , r {99e) , A (999) 

'G 
(999)

.IN=fN?(ST+DT+.5)
' fFN=INT (ET*)T+.5)

fFB=IN T (FBT +DT+. 5)
f V=TN .:.
TF(IV.LT.1) IV=1 ,l-.:

NUlf =IFN- f V+ 1

DO 301 J=1' NÏlll
301 BT (J) ='IA (J+ TV- 1)

HP=I Ì\ÍT ( ALPtt À+ Dr+. 5)
LF=ItiT (PRED*DT+.5)
HU l,l= HP + LF

' IÀDJ=(DFBE*DT) +IFts ::i

,, rF (IADJ. GT. rFN) GO TO 2O5 
:

IP(IIL.LT.1} ILt=1 '

NAH=Nilt1-ILL +1

Ir (NAi,l.IT.¡{U$) GO TO 200
ÐO -100 KK=1 

' 
NII:l

JJ=KK+ Itl,+f V-2
rF (JJ. çT, N) GO TO ztJO

-3 00 CT ( I( K) =TÀ (JJ)
c

: C COI-lPUTE AIJTOCORRNLÀTTON
c

cALL A UTCOR (llU ll, NÀlf , B, cT)
c.

.c
E AP PLT PP E!I.!]ITEN ING

F.PI{= (PtÃ /100 . ) + 1 . 6
R (1) =tt (1) +RPH ': l

';" ,:,c
c _ ..
c coHpuTE crrossconnELA"IIoN FROt-t ÀUTOCOFFELÀTION COEIIFÏCrBl{Ts ':

. c --:.

Do b00 LL=1rLF
600 G (LL) =B (Lt+ tlP)
c
c

, c corPUTE PREDTCTTON ERROR OPEF¡\TOR 
,i,

I C 
',.-',',cÀLL EUHEfiÀ (LF,R rGrF,À)

. DF(11=1'r)
rF(!1P.E0.1) GO fO 500
DO Ér01 f f =2 ,lf P

601 DF (II) =.0.0
500 DO 6U2 f=1rL!'

L=f+qP
602 DF (L) =-F (I)



c
c
C CONVOLVE PREDTCTION ERROR OPEF.ÀTOH I.|ITH INPUl DATÀ
c

LC= NII[I+LP-1
DrHnNSroN C (5000)
cÀ LL CONV (D F , i'tUFt , BT , NfJ $, C, LCI

c
f Y=0
DO l¡01 IZ=TV,IFll
IY=I Y+ 1

401 TA(Iz) =C(rY)
co T0 210

205 IiRITE(t,'206) IRECTK
206 FCRt'TÀT (r0r, I RECOFDr rI4rr, TRÀCEr rT:ì,* t; TIIIE f NTERVÀL PRECEDES ÐATÀ USEFUL FOR ITUTO-COnR,

* NO DECONVOLTJTTON ÀPPLISDI )
GO TO 210

200 $RrTc 16,.201) TREC,K
2u1 poRl,lÀT (r 0r, rREcoRDr, rttrr, TRACEt rr3,* t ; À UTO-CORR IIXCEEDS DÀTI\ BOUI{DS,. + NO DECO}IVOLUTIOI{ ÀPPLT¡D I )

21 O RETURN
END



suBnotrTINE guaEKÀ (tR,llrG, F, À)

.ú¡

c
c
C REFER TO PAGE
c
c

6ç

s{lBRonlrNE attrcoP (Hu H, }¡tt$, R, BT)

c
c
c REFER To PÀcE 1/-
r- lo

SUBRoUTINE CONV (D, LDTBTLBTCTLC)

c
c ?-rc REFEB rO PAGE tf
c
c
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APPET{DIX B

15TE Z - TRANSFORM AT{D REf,,ATED DffiTNITIONS

References: Oppenheim and Schafer (I975)

Robinson (I967a)

8.1 Z - transform

Tlne Z - transfor¡n X(z) of a time series x(t) is defined by,

6ô

\t"l = fx(t)z-t where z Ls a complex variable.
t¡ -oô

For a one - sided series where x(t) = 0 for t(o the Z - transform

red.uces to

f,t'l = f "(t)z-t
t=o

and expressing Z in polar form, z = t"Lw, this becomes

v, iw. 2 -r -iwr7\(re-') = Z x(t)r e

t=o

No$I, if Z ís evaluated on the unit circle i.e. .=trl=l then Èhe

Z - transform is equivarent to the d.iscrete Fourier transform,

.cÞ

{t"itt = 2"(r)e-iwt
L-u-o



E'/

An important property of Z-transformations is that convolution

in the time domain corresponds to multiplícation in the Z-

domain.

The Z-transform can often be expressed as a ratio of

polynomials and the roots of the numerator and denomenator are

referred to as the zeros and poles of X(z), respectively. T}:e Z-

transform can be represented graphically by plotting the poles

and. zeros with respect to the unit circle on the complex Z-plane.

The region of convergence of the Z - transform is bounded by po1es.

8"2 Definitions

A linear operator x(t) is

1) Stable if it has finite energy

ê,/2i.e. ) x(t)-(æ
(

t. _oo

The zeros of the Z-transform of a stable operator lie outside

the unit circle on the z-planer

2) realizable if its coefficients for t(o are zero

i. e. /,t"t f o ror I"l < r

i.e. x(t) = Q for t(.o



The Z-transform of a finite, realizable operator can be

expressed as,

It"l = xo+ Xrz + X¿Za+ -. x,.Zt

3) purely nonrealizable if its coefficients for t ).o are zero

i.e. x(t) = 0 for t)o

4) Nonrealizable if it is a two sided operator,

i.e. x(t)/O for -û<E<ê

5) Minimum phase if aII the zeros of the Z-transform lie

outside the unit circle,

i.e. Y=t*o for I'l<t

6) Maximum phase if atl the zeros of the Z-transforms lie

inside the unit circle,

i.e. (z)t'0for I"lÞt

7) Mixed phase if the zeros of the Z-transform lie both

inside and outside the unit circle.
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